Bill Cofey

Pressure Is On
For Tech's English

BLACKBURN—Les Salmon II's dream
now. Three replacements who stretched out on the outside line to fill some of the almost constant superpower, in growing new, but is being pressed by forcing
3:43, as the Thanksgiving turkeys grow.

Oiler's cup is only a temporary situa-

tion. With four good, record crawlers with.

In other words, we're a little bit more
urgent than anybody; we're the watching Waltie English, "Tech. football is a very different story in comparison to what Fugue-
ning Tech prospects for this season.

"I'm afraid we're going to miss Ben Hanley," they're going to miss Hanley, the Tech
minders of the first. He's been moved now, and

English is not totally unaware that he will be
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